Student will wear underwear, no pull-up!

Use 3-D object schedule to communicate bathroom time to “Student” (continue with the steps of familiar routine). For example, a pullup or pack of wipes or crumpled clean toilet paper.

15:00- **Dry check.**

- If Dry: Edible Reinforcer and Labeled Praise
  - Set timer for 15:00 and complete Toilet Routine below
- If wet: Label “‘Student’, you are wet”.
  - Go to bathroom sit for 5 minutes or until VS/BMS
    - If VS/BMS: restart bathroom protocol with 15:00 for next dry check
    - If no VS/BMS: reset timer for 10:00 instead of 15:00 for next dry check

15:00 (30:00 cumulative time if dry at dry check)- **Toilet Routine**

- If Dry: Edible Reinforcer and Labeled Praise. Sit on toilet for 10 minutes or until VS/BMS
  - If VS/BMS: reset timer for 15:00 for next dry check
  - If no VS/BMS: reset timer for 10:00 instead of 15:00 for next dry check
- If Wet: Label, “‘Student’, you are wet”.
  - Sit on toilet for 5 minutes or until VS/BMS
    - If VS/BMS: reset timer for 15:00 for next dry check
    - If no VS/BMS: reset timer for 10:00 instead of 15:00 for next dry check

Reinforce VS and BMS with highly preferred items while “Student” remains seated on the toilet (3:00 time limit with reinforcers)

Toileting takes precedent over academics, eating, related services, outings, recess, etc...

Reassess “Student” Progress after 2 weeks and adjust protocol as necessary.

Date to begin New Protocol:

Date to Reassess:

VS: Void

BMS: bowel movement